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1 Objectives
Seaplanes have been in the market for over 80 years. However, advance modifications or
new designs have not been created since the 1950’s [1]. Why is it that seaplane design
had not been developed over the years? The answer is that seaplanes do not have a wide
market as land planes do. The main use of seaplanes is in the private sector, and most of
these designs are modified small landplanes, such as the Cessna 185, and commuter
planes, such as Twin Otter and Cessna Caravan which are simply adapted with floats, to
become a seaplane (see also [28]). The creation of new concepts is expensive and
industry is not interested because the market is not very reliable. However, with the
increase of tourism around the world requests to more mobility (quicker, shorter, and
environmentally friendly) and the difficulty to built new airports new opportunities for
seaplanes had arisen. People are now focusing on nature tourism, which is based on
natural attractions of an area. Therefore, some natural tourist places are inaccessible to
arrive by other means of transportation such as cars, buses, trains and even landplanes.
So the solution to this problem is seaplanes. Islands in the Pacific Ocean are now one of
the main tourist attractions in the world, but are not large enough to construct airports
for aircraft, so the only way to arrive is by boat or a seaplane. Not only tourism benefits
from seaplanes. In North America, especially in Canada, the large number of bodies of
water and the remoteness of many important locations has produced a healthy
seaplanes culture [2]. Another important use for seaplanes is to combat fires. Seaplanes
are adapted as water bombers to carry up to 12,000 liters of fluid, such as the Beriev Be200, and combat forest fires [3]. United States, Canada, Greece, Portugal, France, Italy,
Spain and Russia are some countries that rely on water bombers for fire-fighting. In
Europe, however, the seaplane market is not as well developed as in North America.
Most seaplanes are owned privately, and some are used as water bombers. Seaplane
Airlines are scarce, and they have to compete against other types of transportations,
such as ferries.
The objective of this document is to summaries the results of the three workshops
related to market, aircraft and operational aspects and to establish a common
understanding of current strengths and weaknesses of existing seaplane/amphibian
transport system as well as future opportunities for a new seaplane/amphibian
transport system. Based on the given information during the workshops, the collected
seaplane data in Deliverable D1.1 [28] and the feedback given by the replied
questionnaires a first market analysis is discussed to show the actual point in which
seaplanes stand in today’s market together with suggestions for a new establishing
seaplane business. Starting from this point of view, strengths and weaknesses of existing
seaplane market/operation/design are taken in account in order to understand which
FUSETRA – Future Seaplane Traffic
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aspects need more attention, and, on the other hand, what are the areas where existing
seaplanes are already superior to other means of transportation. The European Vision
2020 for aeronautics [4], and the concept of sustainable aviation stated within, is here
considered as guideline in the strength/weakness assessment. On the base of this
analysis some suggestions are then made to obtain a better, more reliable and least
expensive seaplane operation for the market today, in a near future and long term
period.
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2 Workshop Analysis
Within the FUSETRA program various dissemination and discussion campaigns took
place. About 150 experts and representatives of important stakeholders gave their
specific knowledge and opinion about seaplane operation and its associated subjects by
own papers or during panel or personal discussions. Additionally a worldwide
questionnaire was established for getting important information and experiences.
Although the reply rate of about 13 % was not as high as expected the goals were nearly
reached. Press articles and papers about FUSETRA given on behalf of different
aeronautical events led to additional feedback by interested people and stakeholders
which could not participate in one of the workshops. The most important facts
complemented by Internet figures will be presented in this chapter with its content:
 Market Analysis
 Infrastructure/ Seaport Analysis
 Aircraft Analysis
 Operational Issues
 Regulations
o Pilots
o Landing Sites
 Environmental Aspects
 Commercial Aspects
To all chapters a SWOT analysis (Strength, Weakness, opportunities, Threats) is added.
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3 Market Segments
A complete worldwide market analysis including figures and facts about future
opportunities needs more time and budget as given to the FUSETRA program. Therefore
this market analysis is oriented on today’s markets without requesting completeness.
The exact number of seaplanes and amphibians in operation can not be determined.
Most of the planes are modified land planes with floats. Floats are available for a wide
range of planes from Ultra Light till Commuter planes. Only few flying boats are in
operation mainly for special missions or for leisure flights. [28] contains the actual data.
The markets are mainly oriented to the different aircraft types.
3.1 Leisure and Fun Market
The largest market segment (regarding number of flying vehicles) is the Leisure Market.
Ultra Light planes (single and two-seater – floatplanes and flying boats) used all over the
world. The owners like to take-off and land wherever they like to go. Fun flights alone or
with friends are their main objectives. The flying vehicles should be transportable by
car. The newest flying boat designs of Centaur and Dornier Aviation have a foldable wing
for offering this mobility. This segment is out of interest for the FUSETRA program. The
ranges of most of these air vehicles are below 300 miles.

Figure 3-1: Ultra Light with Lotus Floats

Figure 3-2: Centaur 2

3.2 Semi-commercial Market
Aircraft with a seat capacity of two to four seats are quite often used for private flights
but also for flying tourists to special destinations or by flying schools.
Mainly in Canada, USA and Australia there are a plenty of small companies offering
sightseeing flights, flights to fishery regions, flights to lodges and regions with poor
accessibility by other means of transport. Most popular aircraft are float based land
planes like Cessna 206. These types are used by flying schools as well. The larger
FUSETRA – Future Seaplane Traffic
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seaplane operators also have a few of these types in their fleet for optimizing the load
factor and fleet cost.
Companies with only one or two aircraft offering commercial flights have commercial
success if they operate in an attractive tourist area (e.g. Loch Lomond – Glasgow; Clipper
Air – Hamburg; Aeromer – Nice; Aero Club Como – Lake of Como) and they additionally
fly by governmental request for observation or transport of goods or people into
inaccessible areas as in Canada or Australia or they have flying school. Some offer
special flights including sunset champagne flights or flights to an island or historical
place with an intermediate stop for a land excursion, dinner etc. Most of these
companies fly only part-time and have other additional income sources. As an example
for these kinds of operators the Scottish company “Loch Lomond” and its strategy shall
be described in more detail.
Although there is a long history of seaplanes and amphibian aircraft, the first
commercial operator in the UK, that operates Europe’s first city centre seaplane service,
comes from Scotland. It started this service only eight years ago. The region was not
chosen accidentally: Scotland is very suitable for seaplanes by its nature, because it has
more than 790 islands.
Almost all the seaplane services in Scotland are operated by Loch Lomond Seaplanes
Ltd; a company founded in 2003. The company holds a United Kingdom Civil Aviation
Authority Type B Operating License; it is permitted to carry passengers, cargo and mail
on aircraft with fewer than 20 seats and/or weighing less than 10 tones. The Loch
Lomond Seaplanes Ltd also operates “Glasgow Seaplane Terminal” airport, opened in
2007 [5].
The airline operates tour and charter flights around the west coast of Scotland, with a
two times a day service on some routes. The operated destinations include:
•
•
•
•
•

Portree, Inverness, Aberdeen
Fort William, Tobermory, Oban
Loch Lomond, Glasgow, Prestwick,
Perth, Dundee, Edinburgh
Machrie, Machrihanish
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This company has around 10 employees and operates two amphibious: CESSNA 208 and
CESSNA T206H type. Although it does not seem to be a big company, it operates on a lot
of routes on demand and it is also planning to expand to Europe. Its future vision is to
have 30 employees at least and operate flights across the English Channel.
Although Loch Lomond Seaplanes Ltd operates seaplanes in Scotland, it is only a drop in
the ocean in comparison of all land-based aircraft operated across the country.
In Figure 3-3 is shown how small the participation of seaplane and amphibian aircraft
compared to the total number of registered aircraft is and how this has changed through
the past few years.

Figure 3-3 Percentage change of participation of seaplane and amphibian aircraft on the total number of registered
aircraft in UK [27]

The graph depicted in Figure 3-3 illustrates the numbers of fixed-wing seaplane aircraft
registered in the UK each year as well as fixed-wing amphibian aircraft.
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Figure 3-4: Numbers of registered seaplanes and amphibious in UK (1985-2011), [27]

The chart above clearly shows that the number of registered serviceable seaplanes in
the UK is only 2. Together with amphibious planes it is still only 22 planes. This is just
0,108 % of the total registered aircraft (as shown in Figure 3-4) in comparison with
20,379 of total registered aircraft in UK.
Most of the registered worldwide operators [28] belong to this market segment and the
commercial operators operate similar to Loch Lomond.

Figure 3-5: Cessna 206

Figure 3-6: Cessna 180

3.3 Commuter Market Segment
This is the market segment which is in focus of the FUSETRA program. Although the
commuter category has a seat capacity of more than 9 passenger seats, aircrafts will be
considered from 6 to 19 passenger seats.
The traditional commuter traffic offers scheduled flights from smaller airports to Hubs
or point to point connections between smaller airports. In the seaplane business three
FUSETRA – Future Seaplane Traffic
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alternative variants of amphibian aircraft use in the local passenger transport are
possible:
1. the flight from the nearest land airport to the seaport (or the return flight);
2. the flight between two water landing fields;
3. the flight from the land airport to the seaport located in a far distance (e.g.
transportation between the selected large airports and local tourist resorts).
These kinds of scheduled flights are only served in USA, Canada, Maldives and Malta, for
the time being.
Maldivian Air Taxi (MAT) and Trans Maldivian offer flights from Male International
Airport to more than 40 resorts on small islands without own airports. The flights are
dependent on international flight arrival times and as such, scheduling can change
frequently. MAT operates up to 150 flights per day with their 24 Twin Otters. Trans
Maldivian operates 25 Twin Otters. Beside the commuter flights both companies serve
sightseeing, excursions and special charter flights even in a VIP seating configuration.
In Vancouver Harbour Air Vancouver including West Coast Air (HAV) connects besides
others Vancouver city with the city of Victoria on Vancouver Island with scheduled
flights. With flights each twenty minutes nearly all over the day these flights are used by
business and tourist people. Additionally HAV offers flights to other 8 destinations
around Vancouver Bay with its fleet of Beaver, single and twin Otters. HAV owns more
than 50 seaplanes and operates during April to October only.
Kenmore Air is flying an eclectic mix of piston Beavers and turbine Otters and Caravans,
landing passengers on glaciers, lakes and harbors among the mist-shrouded fjords and
islands of the U.S. and Canadian northwest. Beside some scheduled flights to Boeing field
and some islands Kenmore offers charter flights to more than 100 destinations and
special excursions as whale watching flights or flights to kayak tours also in cooperation
with international hotel groups.
SeaAir in Greece tried to establish similar business models with classical commuter
flights including the mix of scheduled flights and unscheduled sightseeing and excursion
flights in Greece in 2007. In total 22 destinations from mainland to various islands
should be served with Twin Otters. The company went into bankrupt because of non
expected permission difficulties and too expensive start-up investment.
Harbour Air Malta (HAM) serves scheduled flight between Valetta (Malta) and its
neighbor Island Gozo. This connection is used by business people as well by people
visiting their weekend houses. Additional sightseeing flights are offered.
FUSETRA – Future Seaplane Traffic
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Figure 3-7: Malta sightseeing flight route

The majority of the offered flights to external destinations have a flight time between 15
and 45 minutes with a range of about 30 to 220 km.
Tourist companies see an additional need for longer ranges (with more comfortable
planes) for bringing tourist from major populated areas directly to tourist destinations.
Harbour Air Malta was pushed by the local tourist offices to expand its routes to
mainland Italy. Many Italian people have a secondary residence at Malta. HAM just got
the permission for expanding its business to mainland Italy and Sicily.
Successful companies offer a variety of services beside scheduled commuter flights.
Companies operating in this market segments mostly use the DeHavilland models Twin
Otter (50 out of 350 A/C are equipped with floats), Single Otter and Beaver as well as the
Cessna Caravan (about 100 out of about 1200 are equipped with floats).
It is also possible to make a better equipped seaplane that can operate in rougher seas;
hence it could be operated over a greater variety of destinations.
3.4 Special markets
3.4.1 Cargo Market
Many seaplanes mentioned in 3.2 and 3.3 operate as cargo or search and rescue plane on
demand of private persons or national or international organizations. Croatia Coastal
lines offers for example the transport of spare parts for sailing boats directly to the
location of damage by a G 21 - A Goose plane. But especially the Russian Beriev planes
and the Japanese Shin Maywa US 2 shall be mentioned most of them are governmental
owned or operate for the government or governmental organizations, only. Especially
the Russian and Japanese planes are the newest flying boats and built in the last decade.
These planes are in the upper class with max. Take-off weights up to 50 tons. Because of
the limited market and the high investment cost for these planes operators are military
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or governmental owned organizations. The civil market for heavy cargo loads which will
exclusively need an amphibian plane is nearly null.

Figure 3-8: Shin Maywa US 2

Figure 3-9: Beriev 200

3.4.2 Fire Fighting Market
The largest market segment in the category “Special Market” is the fire fighting market.
The increasing number of bush fires around the world request special fire fighting
planes with high performance. The most popular and used planes are given in FUSETRA
deliverable D1.1. [28].
These planes are especially equipped with water scoping and quick release devices. The
water capacity varies from 2 to (Fire Boss ) to 12 to (Beriev 200).
While Canadair and Beriev planes are additionally used as cargo and SAR planes Fire
Boss is only used as a fire fighter.
This market segment is small but increasingly important and it is changing in relation to
responsibilities and commercialization. Many countries have their own aerial fire
fighting brigades (Italy, Croatia, France, etc.) using Canadair CL 215 + 415. But the
request to save money and reduce national depths led to a privatization campaign and to
less expensive vehicles. The system price for a CL 415 is about 25 Million $ in contrast
to about 2.5 million $ for a Fire Boss (AT 802 with Wipaire Floats). That means one tenth
of price in comparison to one half of water payload. Therefore private operators as
AVIALSA in Spain operate the cheap and effective Fire Boss. The original design of the
Fire Boss was an agricultural plane with strong power and a robust layout. Fire Boss is
very successful in the market with a production rate up to 10 per year in comparison to
Canadair which sells only a few planes to mostly governmental and military
organizations.
FUSETRA – Future Seaplane Traffic
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Figure 3-10: Fire Boss AT 802

Figure 3-11: Canadair CL 415

In case that new utility and flexible seaplanes will be developed the fire fighting market
should be considered as an add-on market. This market can only be successfully
explored if water payload capacity is in the range of 4 tons and product and operating
cost are not higher than cost for Caravan or Twin otter type aircraft.
3.5 Market Strengths
It is a niche market with local aspects and particularity. Therefore only a few operators
are on the market with a low competition. The opportunities give Newcomers a good
chance to start a successful operation and business, at least at the beginning.
3.6 Market Weaknesses
The general acceptance of seaplane operation within the population is low. On the one
side the kind of operation is not really well known because of the few operators and on
the other side the existing commuter propeller planes (most are unpressurized) have a
want of confidence.
In case of starting new operations with point-to-point destinations over longer ranges
(more than 300 miles) the competition with low cost carrier will force low fare prices
which will reduce the commercial success.
For medium ranges a competition with ferries may occur. While tourists flights are
nearly without competition scheduled flights between islands and off-shore regions are
highly competitive with ferries and boat transfers. Harbour Air Vancouver and Harbour
Air Malta operate in that competitive area. The success of these companies is achieved
by a relative low ticket price and a high time saving in comparison to boat transfers (see
6.1.3).
General weakness is the limited weather capability which is more sensible in
comparison to land based flights.
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Because of mixed operations of private and state owned companies/wings in the fire
fighting market the competition is not a real market oriented competition. Frictions
between the two types of operators are reported.
3.7 Market Opportunities
Europe has huge ocean and lake shores and huge number of islands which were
considerably increased by the new EC member states. The “European Spatial Planning
Observation Network” (ESPON) Research Program was launched by the EC for the
support of political decisions by observation of the European spatial development. One
of the 34 projects investigated the accessibility of Europe following the fact that
successful regional development (industrial or touristic) requires a good accessibility.
Figure 3-122 shows the intermodal accessibility map (see: EU27+2, ESPON Project 1.2.1
by S&W, 2004).
It must be recognized that there are a lot of regions with a poor or nearly poor
accessibility (blue and green colored areas in Figure 3.12) and with long shore lines
and/or a lot of lakes. Accessibility can quickly be improved by additional air traffic. Here
is a great potential for an international air traffic system using seaplanes and
amphibians. With these vehicles new traffic routes can be developed with the advantage
of short flights and the use of natural landing strips. By using amphibians point to point
connections from shorelines to national and international airports can be realized, too.
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Figure 3-12: Transport infrastructure quality expressed as summed potential accessibility of road, rail and air
transport in the EU27+2, ESPON Project 1.2.1 by S&W, 2004.

Looking to the Figure 3.13 which shows all European airport locations it may also be
recognized that the density of airports is relatively small near to the coast lines in
Scandinavia, in the Baltic area, in Great Britain and Ireland, in the new eastern EC states
and in the Mediterranean countries. Partially these countries provide that environment
which will favor regional development of the air transport system of light amphibian
aircraft with new rural airfields without high investment cost for new airports.
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Figure 3-13: All European airports location

Within the FUSETRA program it was not possible to test all shorelines, rivers and lakes
for their suitability as seaports. However one country (Poland) was investigated as an
example. On the base of operational procedures during Take-off, Landing and taxiing a
generic water airfield was defined. Theoretically there are 11 seaports, 6 river ports and
33 lakes qualified in Poland as possible water aerodromes where commuter type
amphibian aircraft can take-off and land (Figure 3.14). Out of these theoretical new
destinations some were extracted for showing possible routes. The new elected
destinations are seaports on the Baltic shore line in the vicinity of tourist centers and
development region. Beside the direct connections between the seaports the point-topoint connection from the major industrial and populated areas to the seaports are
more important. Figure 3.15 present these connections between land airports and
seaports, as an example (see also [29]).
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Figure 3-14: Main seaports, river ports and lakes in Poland

Figure 3-15: Example connections between seaports and airports
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At the present time, it is probably advisable for seaplane operators to concentrate their
activities on the tourist market. With the advent and popularity of the low cost no frills
airlines, it should be possible to attract tourists to the many attractive marinas in the
Mediterranean area, for instance.
These low cost airlines also bring in a lot of Holiday Home owners, and or yacht owners.
Given the limited time they may have to visit their second homes, a seaplane service
between a regular aerodrome and a yacht marina could become a viable method of
travel.
Golfing tourists can also be attracted to use the service, as many a tourist golf course is
situated along the coastal regions.
Looking into the market it can be stated that there is a market demand if seaplanes can
offer competitive flights to non- or low-accessible areas with interesting tourist
destinations or to industrial/business areas by saving remarkable time compared to
boat transfers. The increasing demand for mobility, the lifestyle looking for relaxation
areas away from high populated areas and the tendency to make shorter but more
vacations request more commuter oriented connections which can be served by
seaplanes. For many passengers seaplane operation may offer a unique and ‘special’
type of journey and provides an aeronautical culture opportunity for those who do not
live close to airports. Last but by no means least, it provides a sense of freedom for the
passengers by moving outside of the artificial world of airports, controlled airspace and
aeronautical bureaucracy [6], [7].

3.8 Market Threats
The main market threats come from the population in the neighborhood of landing
places. The protection of wildlife and the opposition to block landing sites for boat or
leisure traffic will be a hard hurdle although the environmental impacts are comparably
low.
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4 Seaports
4.1 Introduction
As already mentioned in chapter 3 there are a variety of different seaplane operations
offering scheduled flights with high frequency to seaports up to flights on demand to
landing places without or only limited infrastructure.
Fishery excursions may be offered without any infrastructure at the final destination.
Passengers will disembark into a boat or even directly to a shore ground.
Most of the operators use simple foot bridges sometimes in double use with boat
bridges. The lower picture on the right shows the operating bridge from Loch Lemond
on the Clyde River in front of the science centre in Glasgow.
Although the infrastructure on a final destination need not to be high sophisticated in
case that the home destination is not far away and all service and maintenance activities
may happen there; but the above pictures show that these kinds of “infrastructure” are
not suitable for future seaplane traffic.

Figure 4-1: Various types of seaplane landing sites
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The larger operators as Harbour Air Vancouver, Maldivian Air Taxi and Kenmore
operate from seaplane terminals fulfilling the IATA request for safe check-in with
separate check-in areas and scanners.

Figure 4-2: Vancouver Seaport

Figure 4-3: Maldivian Air Taxi seaport

While the Vancouver seaport has management and check-in buildings partly built by
flexible materials (like tents); Maldivian has wooden buildings. The passengers embark
and disembark by pontoon bridges which are also the mooring devices for the planes.
On these seaports about 400.000 passengers take a flight to their destination each year.
These seaports are also equipped with fuel stations and small repair shops or in case of
Kenmore with dock lift devices for bringing seaplanes into maintenance and overhaul
hangars.

Figure 4-4: Dock Lift

Other operators like Harbour Malta hired an existing harbor building as office and
check-in building and built its own pontoon bridge equipped with fuel station and
necessary safety devices as firefighting equipment etc.
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In Vancouver there are new seaports projects for improving the situation. A private
group of investors intend to open a 22 million $ seaplane and marina facility at the north
end of Vancouver Trade and Convention Centre expansion.

The private investors

request a landing fee of 24 $ for a return flight. This is for the Vancouver Commercial
Seaplane Operator Association (VCSOA) too expensive and they offer an alternative
intermodal passenger terminal to Port Metro to serve seaplanes, helicopters and any
future passenger ferries. Port Metro has a direct access to rail and road. VCSOA
represents 8 seaplane operators with 350.000 passengers per year on Vancouver
seaport.
The largest seaport in the world is the company owned seadrome of Beriev. This port
was built for testing the Beriev seaplanes in direct connection to the production
facilities. It is the only certified hydroport in Russia for the time being. The complex
includes certification of
 hydroport (airport) facilities
 air traffic control
 passengers transportation inside the hydroport
 air, water and ground security
 search and rescue means
 medical station, etc.
The hydroport is included in the register of the airports and airfields of Russia.
Water area used by the hydroport is registered in the marine documentation and is
secured by the maritime authorities on notification.
Amphibians can taxi out of the water by a ramp. All necessary infrastructure as fuel
stations, maintenance facilities, passenger terminal and offices are in direct
neighbourhood. Beriev takes this lay out with minor dimensions as a sample for getting
permissions for other locations. In total Beriev plans to open additional 22 seaports on
lakes and rivers in Russia.
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Figure 4-5: Beriev seaport

4.2 Seaport Strengths
Smaller seaports can be realized on many water aereas on shore, lakes or rivers without
huge investments in concrete and buildings. Larger seaports need intermodal access and
terminals, but investment and cost are much less than for airports or airfields for
commercial land based operation.
4.3 Seaport Weaknesses
For the time being the process for getting permission for seaplane operation is very
complicated because of different involved parties as harbour authorities, aviation
authorities, local administration etc. (see also [29], [30]). This takes time and money.
This process is also problematic because of missing standardized rules.
Depending on special rules of a country or local administration several certificates of
independent expert groups have to be presented. Some are related to environmental
subjects as a certificate for the protection of wildlife or a sound abatement investigation
some depend on existing and future water traffic. If a fuel station shall be installed
additional certifications are requested from fire brigades and a declaration of no
objection about water pollution.
Besides missing rules for the construction and operation of seaports there are nearly no
industrial off-the shelf products as terminals, foot bridges, pontoons or fuel devices
available. Most of the operators build and manage their own seaport facilities with
lowest investments.
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4.4 Seaport Opportunities
New materials, new designs and production technologies allow layouts of modern and
effective seaports. Modular designs enable a stepwise enlargement equivalent to the
business expansion.

Figure 4-6: Seaport concepts

These pictures show the possibility how to construct seaport terminals and pontoons by
using modular elements. The terminal is built on a pontoon platform and can also be
transferred to other locations by a towboat. Fiber materials avoid corrosion which is
especially aggressive in salt water.
Retail and event business can be added by a layout with space for shops and restaurants.
Most of the land based airports has such offers and make a remarkable profit.

Figure 4-7: Seaport concepts
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Figure 4-8: Seaport concepts

The pictures show artists impression from design companies. The Dubrovnik layout was
proposed for a new future oriented seaport for “European Coastal Airline” in Croatia.
The whole seaport can be rented for special events. The new Vancouver sea terminal
projects follow the same idea.
Commercial seaplane operators have the responsibility for their seaport including
passenger handling, docking (mooring), security, fuel management, load control,
emergency procedures, rescue & fire fighting services and possibly third parties
operations. Some services may be economically served by using tender boats which are
equipped for refueling, fire & rescue services and emergency procedures. For security
reason a modern tank tender boat should be equipped with twin boat hull and
interchangeable tanks.

Figure 4-9: Fuel tender boat

Figure 4-10: Service tender boat

Regarding economic seaplane operation for future seaplane commuter traffic
infrastructure and seaports have to be optimized. The economic layout has a high
priority.
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4.5 Seaport Threats
The main threats are coming from the population living near to a planned seaport. The
opposition against any new airport or runway for land based planes is well known,
although a seaport has a much less impact to population and environment if modern
aircraft are available, opposition will take place.
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5 Aircraft
5.1 Introduction
In [28] all historical and existing seaplanes and its manufacturers are listed and
described. Furthermore the aircraft mostly used by active operators are determined.
Looking at those, mainly Cessna and DeHavilland Canada aircraft are used for
commercial seaplane operation. All aircrafts are land based aircrafts converted to
seaplanes by adding floats. The smaller operators use Cessna Series 180 and 210 or
some derivates (205, 206, 207, etc.). All these aircrafts were designed about 40 to 50
years ago. Some are still in production and some were upgraded with modern avionics
or engines. The basic airframe structures of these seaplanes are built out of aluminum
with bolts, hinges and bearings made out of steel to withstand the heavy loads. These
dissimilar metals generate an electrochemical process where the aluminum becomes the
reactive anode and the steel becomes the cathode, and it is all conducted by the
electrolyte water. The more salt in the water the better the conductive properties.
The larger planes (as Cessna Caravan, Twin + Single Otter) have the same design
principles and the same problem. The corrosion causes financial impacts for the
operator because of short inspection periods and low life time of some parts (Figure
5-1).

Figure 5-1: Corrosion by salt water

Corrosion may be avoided by using fiber material for the basic structure. Viking bought
the designs and design rights for the Otter and Beaver aircraft family from Canadair/de
Havilland. Viking brings a new generation of Twin Otter aircraft to the market but
despite of some major changes using fiber materials the basic design principles are
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unchanged. The aircraft is certified with complements to the existing Twin-Otter
certification.
Outer and inner noise levels and vibrations of nearly all aircraft are generally high and
not customer friendly.
Beside the aircraft aluminum floats have the same disadvantage. For the larger planes
“Wipaire” is the only company producing floats for the Twin Otter and the new Kodiac
plane. These floats are metal floats, as well. For smaller aircraft like the Cessna planes
the company “Aerocet” has successfully developed fiber floats and increases the market
share permanently. This company intends to widen their products to larger planes as
well.
The flight performance of float based seaplanes is limited because of the additional
weight and drag generated by the float system. Limitations in payload and/or range are
significant.
The main disadvantages of the old designs are that they are partly out of production
with higher spare parts and maintenance cost in comparison to modern aircrafts.
For instance, the largest manufacturer of aircraft floats require 25 and 50 hourly checks
on their floats, very simple checks that involve inspection and lubrication. All other
checks on the floats are 100 hourly. The operator had to return the aircraft to its
maintenance base every 25 hours; sometimes twice a week in peak season, to have these
checks performed.
Recently new flying boats, the Beriev 103 and the Dornier Seastar, were developed with
basic structure from fiber material. But both planes do not have a market share in the
commercial business, so far.
5.2 Aircraft Strengths
The only strength of the existing seaplanes is the product price for most of the
commercially used aircraft as Cessna and Otter Series because of the huge number of
produced aircraft and a strong second hand market.
5.3 Aircraft Weaknesses
The existing float planes are not competitive comparing to state-of-the-art aircraft
designs - neither in its performance nor in its cost effectiveness. The seat layout and the
available space for luggage is not really passenger friendly. The maintenance cost is high
and spare parts have sometimes long lead-times.
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The operation with float planes is generally limited in rough waters. They can operate
to a sea state 2. This includes strong restrictions in off-shore regions and operation in
strong wind conditions.

Table 1: Beaufort wind scale

The more modern flying boats have better performance data and are capable to take-off
and land in higher sea stage condition (at least up to Sea State 3) but they are not
successful in the market for the time being. High product prices and missing operational
experiences are the reasons.
5.4 Aircraft Opportunities
The lack of cost effective and customer friendly aircraft can be filled by a variety of new
ideas and designs on a long term basis. On a short term modifications of existing
successful commuter planes to seaplanes by floats or a conversion to flying boats are
possibilities.
For various existing airplanes a theoretical study was produced by the University of
Rzeszow [29]. Regarding the possibilities of modification it was assumed that singleengine planes could be modified to float planes of flying boat or amphibious floatplane
type (Figure 5.2). The same modifications are performed by some float companies in the
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world, e.g. American Wipaire Inc. The data published by the company are used to verify
the results obtained by computational methods.
In the case of twin-engine planes the research was limited to the high-wing monoplane
type modified to float version (seaplane or amphibian) or the plane with the boat
fuselage, again in the seaplane or amphibian version (Figure 3.24). When preparing the
assumptions of this modification, the experience was used gained during the works
conducted together with WSK PZL Mielec workshop concerning the plane M-28
modification. High technical characteristics of the modified version were obtained by the
methods of reckoning with the use of mathematical models specially designed for the
analysis. The mathematical model (Figure 5.3) includes sub-models: geometrical,
weight, aerodynamic, power unit, performance, usage and economical. The results
obtained due to the complex mathematical model were verified by the known examples
of the existing planes. The results of this study are published as a separate FUSETRA
publication [29].

Figure 5-2: Modification of single engine existing land-based aircraft
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Figure 5-3: Modification of twin engine existing land-based aircraft

Some artificial conversion designs for successful commuter planes are developed by the
University of Glasgow (figure 5.4 + 5.5). High wing designs are specially qualified
because of the advantage of greater visibility, low ground effect, greater wing and
Propeller clearance and convenience for boarding.
All these new designs have a fiber based primary and secondary structure with a high
corrosion resistance.
Regarding the Do 228 which had a production restart by RUAG Company recently; RUAG
discussed internally the possibility of a conversion, already.
On a long term new airplanes will have better flight and cost performances by using new
design methods and materials (lighter, customer and maintenance friendly, etc.). Beside
visionary projects as proposed by the University of Glasgow new designs for flying boats
are proposed by Dornier Aviation and Centaur (figure 5.7 + 5.8).
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Figure 5-4: Dornier DO 228

Figure 5-5: LET 410

Figure 5-6: Design with retractable floats

The design with retractable floats (figure 5.6) and a pressurized fuselage has
comparable flight performances to land based business and commuter planes.
Furthermore a design based family concept with landing gears may generate a better
access to land based commuter and business markets.
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Figure 5-7: Centaur commuter seaplane scaled model

Figure 5-8: Dornier commuter seaplane design

While Centaur proposes a seaplane with additional floating gauges based on their small
already tested flying downscaled model; Dornier stays with its well approved boat shape
with sponsens (figures 5.7 + 5.8).
5.5 Aircraft Threats
The main threat for the production of new or upgraded seaplanes is the limited market.
This niche market is not large enough to compensate the investment for development
and certification of new products.
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6 Operation
6.1 Introduction
The operational aspects were intensively discussed during all workshops. Especially in
Biscarrosse and Friedrichshafen many experienced pilots and operators were present.
No matter how the economic conditions appear to be or how suitable for seaplanes they
are, it is very difficult to talk about seaplane traffic in Europe. Around the whole of
Europe there are lots of strict government regulations, usually related with thoughts of
possible environmental damage. These regulations are mostly too strict and they do not
correspond with modern transport equipment. In fact, as explained by an experienced
seaplane pilot, the greatest difficulty for the new seaplane operator is to convince the
authorities that there should be no rigid rule as to the exact landing and maneuvering
areas for safe seaplane operations [8]. The best way to convince the authorities is by
demonstrating that seaplanes can operate safely in busy boating areas, the aircraft has
the necessary safe water maneuverability, and stopping capabilities. It is true that most
problems faced today by seaplanes are of social issues, regulations, operations and
infrastructure, rather than technological issues. However, if there is no technological
advancement that proves that seaplanes are safe, and have optimized water and air
capabilities, both the market and the authorities will not be convinced that seaplanes
can operate as safe and efficient as a boat or landplanes do.
6.1.1 Regulation
The most important items are the regulatory issues which led to the FUSETRA proposal
of a Regulatory Road Map (FUSETRA Deliverable D6.1 [30]). Two major items are the
availability of pilots and ground operation of seaplanes during takeoff and landing. This
was also confirmed by the results of a survey with seaplane operators given in [28].
6.1.1.1 Pilots
Regulation and control of seaplanes includes regulations from both the aviation and
naval authorities. There are many regulations for seaplane pilots. They must adhere to
the International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea, 1972 (COLREGS), The
Merchant Shipping (Distress Signals and Prevention of Collisions) Regulations, 1996 and
the multiple connotations of the Civil Aviation Act, 1949 [9],[10].
Regulators will issue validations based on foreign licenses with a view to the person
gaining a JAR license within one year but this is impractical as a timescale, as it would
take at least 10 weeks of full-time attendance for flight tests and written exams not to
mention all the self-study and a cost of over 10,000 Euros. There is very little credit
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given for previous flying experience in the JAR system, even if the pilot has 5,000 hours
and 10 years of operating seaplanes elsewhere all pilots are treated the same as
beginners!

6.1.1.2 Seaports and Take-off /landing aspects
Operations to licensed aerodromes fall under normal EU legislation provided they are
within the operating area stated in the Operations Manual and Air Operator Certificate
(AOC). This is not the case for water landing sites.

6.1.1.3 Environmental Impacts
One of the major deterrents facing the seaplane market today is the opposition by
environmental authorities on the perceived impact of seaplane. The main argument is
based on the noise impact of seaplane landing, taxiing and taking off, which is known to
exceed the ambient noise level. Additionally, there is a belief that noise, landing and
take-off all impact on wildlife. A current example of this is the on-going dispute between
Loch Lomond Seaplanes and Trossachs National Park.

6.2 Cost of seaplane operation

WEATHER

Figure 6-1: Challenges for seaplane operators

This picture shows the challenges a seaplane operator has to pass. Weather, water
landing conditions influenced by swells and other users of water areas as Motorboats,
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Sailboats, Fishers, Swimmers, Divers, Jet skies and the time and cost consuming
permissions and regulations process have a direct influence to the turnover and profit of
the operators.
Although the operators were not prepared to give hard cost facts even under
confidential conditions some cost figures could be derived by published data.
Within the commuter market segment the main used aircraft are the Cessna Caravan,
the Beaver and the single and Twin Otter. Table 2 shows the variable cost per flight hour
for these aircraft types [31].
The cost information displayed is the total aircraft variable cost per hour which an
operator can expect to incur during aircraft operation. Variable costs include fuel,
airframe maintenance, labor and parts, engine restoration and miscellaneous costs:

Aircraft Name

Category

Variable Cost
Per Hour

Cessna 208 Caravan

TURBOPROPS

$583

Cessna 208 Caravan/Cargo Pod

TURBOPROPS

$589

Cessna 208B Grand Caravan/Cargo Pod

TURBOPROPS

$596

Cessna 208B Grand Caravan

TURBOPROPS

$590

Dornier Seaplane Company Seastar CD2

TURBOPROPS

$1,099

Quest Aircraft Kodiak

TURBOPROPS

$561

Viking Air DHC 2 Turbine Beaver

TURBOPROPS

$586

Viking Air DHC 3 Turbine Otter

TURBOPROPS

$688

Viking Air DHC 6-300 Twin Otter

TURBOPROPS

$1,177

Viking Air DHC 6-400 Twin Otter

TURBOPROPS

$1,093

Table 2: Variable cost for different aircraft types

For comparing the ticket prices with the operational cost the cost per seat miles are
calculated for the mostly used planes with an average load factor of 75% (see also [28])
including a comparison to the modern Dornier Seastar plane.
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SEASTAR CARAVAN

Total Variable Cost Per $1099

$596

Single

TWIN

Otter

OTTER

688

$1177

Flight Hour
Cost Per Nautical Mile
Cruise Speed
Cost Per Nautical Mile

180KTAS 150KTAS 120KTAS 130KTAS
$6.11

$3.97

$5.73

$9.05

Cost Per Seat Mile
Revenue Seats

12

9

10

19

Average load factor 75 -80%

9

6

7

14

$0.68

$0.66

$0.82

$0.65

Cost Per Seat Mile

Table 3: Comparison of cost for Dornier Seastar, DHC-3 and DHC-6

The variable cost is about 60 - 70 % of the overall cost. A percentage distribution of the
overall cost of a typical seaplane with a product price of 2.5 million $ shows the
following graph.
7%
3%

10%

5%
Finanzing
4%

Fuel
Mantenance
Pilots
38%

Ground Staff
Insurance

32%

other Cost

Figure 6-2: Distribution of overall cost for a typical seaplane

Taking the different figures of the variable and fixe cost for the Caravan and the Otters
into account the cost per seat miles are in the range of
Caravan

1.1 $ per seat mile

Single Otter 1.37$ per seat mile
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Twin Otter

1.08$ per seat mile

These cost figures do not include cost for administration, advertisement, offices and
other indirect cost which is in a range of additional 25 %.
Loch Lomond Seaplane offers a scenic 40 minutes flight with its Caravan for 158 €
(equivalent to 223 $); comparing the income figures with the cost figures by a flight
distance of 100 NM it can be seen that there is a reasonable income and profit margin
even if the loading factor is lower than 75%..
The flight from Valetta (Malta) to Gozo has a distance of about 25 NM; the overall cost of
the single Otter is about 43 $ (31 €) in comparison to a ticket price of 50 €.
The flight from Vancouver to Victoria has a distance of about 60 NM, the ticket price is
145 $ and the overall cost is about 81 $. Comparing these data it can be recognized that
the margins calculated with this algorithm are similar and that obviously the price
philosophy and the price finding process is similar for the investigated operators, too.
6.2.1 Competition to ferries and speed boats
Competitive modes of transports to seaplane operation directly depend on the routes.
For the largest operators at Maldivian and at Vancouver the only competitors are the
ferry boats. At the Maldivian market the speed boats are normally used for short
distances (up to 10 nm), the seaplanes have only a small market share in that segment;
for longer distances the two Maldivian seaplane airliners (Trans Maldivian and
Maldivian Air Taxi) transport most of the tourists to their resort destinations. The cost is
between US$140 and US$350 return, depending on the distance and the deal between
the resorts.
The flight from Vancouver to Vancouver Island takes about 15 minutes; the ferry needs
about 1.5 hours. This relation is similar in Malta and in Maldives. The ticket cost is in
Vancouver: 145 $ for the flight and 15$ for a boat transfer; in Malta single adult fare is
about 5 € on boat and 50€ on a plane. The price relation of a factor about ten in
comparison to ferry boats seems feasible for a successful operation. For the above
mentioned seaplane companies the business is running well. That means the load factor
is high enough and the ticket fare is competitive to boat transfer.
6.2.2 Competition to trains and busses
In case of routes from an airfield to seaports located at the mainland trains and buses
are the competitors. The price per km of railways varies between the countries. In
Poland the average price is about 0.3 Zloty (about 7 cents); the German Railways have a
price of about 0.14 €/km. Ticket price for international operating Bus Lines in West
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European countries is in the range of 4 to 8 cents/km. In the new EC countries the price
may be lower. Looking to the possible seaport locations in Poland a travel between
Warszawa and Danzig with its direct rail connection cost about 25 €. The estimated
ticket price for a seaplane is about 200 € (calculated by the above described algorithm).
A point to point connection by a seaplane compared with the same connection of a fast
train is for medium distances (as Warszawa – Danzig) most probably not competitive.
Only on long distances or to destinations far away from a fast train route seaplanes can
offer attractive travel packages.
A bus transfer from Berlin to Danzig cost about 40 €; the distance is about 500 km.; a
seaplane transfer would cost about 255 €.
The price investigation shows that seaplane tickets have to be 6 to 10 times more
expansive in comparison to other modes of transports. The seaplane cost can be positive
influenced by better cost effective aircraft (low fuel consumption e.g. new diesel
engines), low maintenance cost and low infrastructure cost. But in case of new
competition by seaplanes dumping prices of the well established modes of transport
should be considered in a business plan.
It can be stated that seaplane travels will not have a business chance in case of short and
medium distances where rail or bus connections are well established. The successful
operators offer island commuter connections, for the time being.
6.3 Introduction into SWOT analysis for seaplane operation
The aim of this SWOT analysis is to recognize the key internal and external factors that
are important to seaplane operations. The SWOT analysis may be split into two main
categories as follow:
•

Internal factors: strengths and weaknesses internal to this particular type of
transportation.

•

External factors: opportunities and threats presented by the external
environment.

Strengths and weaknesses of seaplane operations are here analyzed under the light of
the “European Aeronautics: a vision for 2020” document [4], where the concept of
sustainability is introduced and made the kernel of the aviation future. EU vision 2020 in
not a deadline, but a sensible reflection on what should lie ahead for Europe in the near
future in order to win global leadership in aeronautics. In vision 2020 aeronautics must
satisfy constantly rising demands for lower costs, better service quality, the highest
safety and environmental standards and an air transport system that is seamlessly
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integrated with other transport network. In the document it is stressed that, at all prices,
an airline ticket buys the four C’s:
•

Choice: variety of choices for a passenger to construct his/her journey.

•

Convenience: departure and arrival are dependable in all traffic densities and
weather.

•

Comfort: cabins are passenger friendly and interiors are no longer cursed by
noise, vibrations and turbulence.

•

Costs: the airline system is operated with great efficiency and with less cost for
operation and maintenance, savings are passed to passengers.

Aircraft need to be cleaner and quieter and the environment sustainable with the
contribution of the aeronautic sector. The definition of sustainability states that
„sustainability is the concept to endure“. It depends on the wellbeing of the natural
world as whole and the responsible use of natural resources. One EU main objective, in
this regard, is to halve, by 2020, carbon dioxide (CO2) emission, perceived noise
pollution, and reduced nitrogen oxide (Nox) emission by 80% from 2000 levels. In
conclusion it can be said that if a generation ago the imperatives were: higher, further
and faster, then, according to the vision 2020 guidelines, these have become: more
affordable, safer, cleaner and quieter. On the bases of these concepts, and of the market
analysis presented in previous paragraphs, a comprehensive SWOT analysis can be
conducted for the European seaplane/amphibian sector.
6.4 Operational Strengths
6.4.1 Environment
6.4.1.1 Air and water pollution
Once the aircraft lifts off the water, and until such time as it alights back on the water,
the environmental effect is identical to any other aircraft, as subject covered by
numerous environmental studies.
Only few studies have been completed to assess the seaplane environmental impact
anywhere in the world and in many cases these are independent studies carried out by
private seaplane operators [11,12]. The most inclusive and unbiased is probably an
investigation conducted by US Army corps of Engineers (USACE) [13]. The outcomes
were:
•

Air quality: no impact
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•

Water quality: no impact

•

Soil quality: no impact

•

Wildlife: no impact

•

Fisheries: no impact

•

Hydrology: no impact

It is difficult to gauge the number of local flights versus the number of surface marine
vessel movements, so it is futile to compare carbon emissions from a seaplane to those
of marine traffic. It is safe to say however, that the consumption of fuel per minute over
a complete flight sector is higher than that of a surface vessel, and as such, the carbon
emission is bound to be higher. It can be argued however that the aircraft will cover a
given distance at a far greater speed than any surface vessels involved in commercial
transport. DHC3-T cruises at approximately 105 knots compared to an average speed of
say 30 knots by a marine commercial vessel. Roughly therefore, over a distance of 100
Nautical miles, a seaplane operating in Europe at this time would cover the distance in
60 minutes, while an average surface vessel would take 180 minutes. On this basis, the
aircraft would need to be guilty of carbon emission 3 times greater than that of the
surface vessel to subject the air quality to the equivalent environmental damage.
However, it should be noted that this is a comparison of possible harmful emissions on a
time scale, whereas, if the comparison was made over useful payload, the surface vessel
would be far less harmful to the environment on a KGS per carbon emission basis.
Consideration anyway should be given to the fact that the number of boat movements
within any given area greatly outweighs seaplane movements in this area. Additionally it
should be considered that the next aircraft propulsion generation will have much lower
noise and carbon emission levels. It can be said however that all seaplanes used for
commercial purposes within Europe will operate with turbo-prop engines, which use Jet
A1 aviation fuel which does not contain some of the more volatile compounds found in
many marine engine fuels.
Attention should also be drawn to the fact that seaplanes do not discharge sewage or
oily bilge water and are not treated with toxic anti-fouling paints unlike boats. Seaplane
exhaust is emitted into the air, much above the water giving low water impact.
The only water discharge from a seaplane is a small amount pumped from the floats
each day. This is water that may have leaked into the floats over a specific time, usually
24 hours. No other matter other than the water in which the aircraft has been operating
would be pumped from the floats.
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Provided a fuelling facility is well managed by well trained staff, the danger of fuel
spillage does not add to the threat already existing from marine vessel fuelling.
An amphibian aircraft may well have hydraulic leaks into the floats or boat like lower
fuselage however this is easily detected and the aircraft would be grounded
immediately. Amphibian floats or flying boats are however normally pumped on land
prior to their first flight of the day.
No other substances are discharged from seaplanes directly into the water. The engines
are not cooled through heat exchangers as in marine engines, and the excess fuel after
engine shut-down is collected in the accumulator specifically designed for this purpose.
This accumulator is emptied on a regular basis to prevent water pollution.
There are no toilets on existing seaplanes, so no waste matter would be discharged into
the water from this source. New commuter planes will have toilets with the same safety
standard as commercial operating planes of international airliners. Waste dumping is
not possible.

6.4.1.2 Noise
The seaplane would for a short duration of time on each flight sector, produce a higher
level of noise that marine vessels occupied in commercial transport. The power required
for take-off creates a noise level of some 75 dBA. However, this level of noise is for a very
short duration when taken over a particular point. The positioning of the TOLA (Take off
landing area) is in general arranged in such a way as to avoid over flying a built up area
at low levels. The main concern for this arrangement is the possibility of un-commanded
power loss during the take-off phases of flying, and so has the dual effect of reducing the
nuisance level of noise. The power settings for an approach are relatively low, resulting
in a negligible noise factor.
If the noise level of the seaplane is compared to other pleasure or leisure water craft
such as speedboats and Jet Skis, the noise level of the seaplane is shown to be well below
these craft (see Table 4). This study however is basically concerned with commercial
transport, and so it can be concluded that the noise level of the sea plane is considerably
more than other marine vessels, but not considered to be at harmful levels.
As already mentioned, flight operations involving seaplanes are at present only
conducted in day light hours, which precludes possible noise levels of the most annoying
nature.
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Noise

dBA

Example

Military jet

120+

Jet ski

110

e.g. watersports on lake

Chainsaw

100-104

e.g. tree felling/forestry/logging

Grass Cutting

88-100

Golf courses

Tractors

95

e.g. general operations

All terrain vehicles

85

Speedboat

65-95

e.g. watersports on lake

Seaplane

75

on take-off only @ 300m (20 sec)

Inside car – 30 mph

68-73

Normal conversation

65

Table 4: Noise levels for various operations

6.4.1.3 Infrastructure
The most important environmental impact of Seaplane operations is positive, in that it is
‘neighborhood friendly’ by virtue of the minimum disruption it has on the local
infrastructure.
The landing site being on water, can be shared with other activities –mainly water vessel
operations- so does not have the need for an area of ground to be set aside specifically
for aviation purposes.
Depending on the size of the operation in the area, a pontoon for passenger handling and
docking of the aircraft is of acceptable proportions. Harbour Air Malta pontoons are 15 x
10m. The apron area for maneuvering in the dock area at this is calculated as 1.5 times
the wing span, or 1.5 times the overall length of the aircraft whichever is the greater.
The Take-off and Landing Area (TOLA) although of considerable dimensions, does not of
necessity have to be closed off to other marine activities. A pilot approaching to land is
well able to adjust his approach path to ‘fit in’ with other traffic considering the relative
speeds of an aircraft to that of marine traffic. It is for this reason that we call it a take-off
area as opposed to a runway. The seaplane is able to adapt to a runway direction within
the TOLA to suit conditions and conflicting traffic.
Furthermore a seaplane at take-off speed can stop in a much shorter distance that it
would be able to on land.
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Seaplane operations by necessity at present have to operate in daylight hours only and
as such would not noise pollute an area during unsociable hours.
Therefore the environmental impact on the infrastructure is far less than that of an
aerodrome. This infrastructure consideration should be of considerable importance by
trying to get permission for a new landing site.
6.4.1.4 Wild life
It would obviously not be permissible for seaplane operations to take place in specially
designated wetland/wildlife protection areas. However, as all sub aquatic life and bird
life that exist in other usable areas are also of prodigious environmental value seaplane
operations plan so as to minimize any disruptive influence on the natural inhabitants at
the aquatic location. To this means, all maneuvering areas are planned at a reasonable
distance from nesting and roosting areas. On fresh water sites, this would also be spaced
so as not to disrupt feeding areas.
There is little or no sea bed agitation due to the fact that the motive force of the seaplane
is above the surface of the water. Any sediments on the sea bed upon which some forms
of aquatic life may be dependant would not be disturbed. Evidently, a further study
validated that floatplanes generate no more than a three inch wake without any
shoreline erosion effects [14].
The affect of the seaplane on the mechanical properties of water can safely be compared
to that of a light sailing dingy. All the means of propulsion are out of the water, and the
only moving part below the surface is the water rudders in the case of a single engine
seaplane. A twin engine aircraft uses differential power to maneuver in the water, and as
such has no water rudders. As a result during most surface movements, only slight water
currents are generated which have a lot less impact compared to marine vessels
propellers.
During some maneuvers such as a stepped taxi and during the take off slide, and for a
very short time landing, higher underwater currents may be generated, however
company or landing site procedures can be put in place which would place speed
limitations in certain areas of the landing site where underwater currents and wake
waves may be considered to be undesirable. This would then have the duel effect of
creating a good safety barrier, as well as reducing the risk of the load waves may have on
structures, and coastal erosion.
Normally bird life is prolific on lakes and harbours. The most threatened species is
possibly of the wader variety, however the areas preferred by this species is shallow
waters which would not be suitable to seaplane operations. Sea birds in harbour areas
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do pose problems both for the birdlife and the seaplane. It should be mentioned
however, that this is also a problem at many airports, and various means of reducing the
dangers imposed by this fact have been put in place, something that seaplane operators
will follow. Harbour Air Malta has been operating in and out of harbor environments,
but had only one bird strike report within 2.5 years of operation.
It would be accurate to say that the greatest risk to wild life would be at fresh water
landing sites, however some of the largest operators of seaplanes are very active
environmental protection agencies.
In conclusion, when considering the draught of the seaplane in comparison to that of
marine vessels of the same purpose, the seaplane can be considered to have a less
detrimental impact on the marine environment.

6.4.2 Society’s needs
Air travel does not develop in a vacuum: its size, shape and success will be determined
by society as a whole. Nowadays there are specific aspects of air transport that can be
better or only satisfied by seaplane/amphibian operations. The most noticeable
strengths in this regard are:
•

Very versatile type of transportation.

•

Point to point connections.

•

Connections to very difficult to reach places (access to afield touristic or
industrial areas).

•

Safe and efficient surveillance in otherwise inaccessible destinations.

•

Monitoring of wildlife and management of national parks.

•

Very good safety records with few incidents during takeoff, landing operations or
related to collisions with boats.

•

Sightseeing tours/tourism. Seaplanes still hold a considerable novelty value
amongst most of the population and therefore will attract tourists and other
adventurous types who want to experience something different and are willing to
pay more to experience it.

•

Ability to conduct rescue operations over large bodies of water, water bombers.
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•

Avoid the ever congested airfield, holding patterns and control sequences that
other passenger aircraft must adhere to when landing.

•

No need for runway infrastructures, “unprepared” landing strip, smaller landing
fees than landplanes.

•

Access from 40% (flying boats) to 70% (amphibian plane) more of the earth’s
surface area than a conventional land plane.

6.5 Operational Weaknesses
Seaplanes today are “endangered species” and although they posses undoubted
potential, the lack of ability to unlock this potential is due to numerous problems. These
are of a various nature and involve different aspects of seaplane/amphibian’s
environment.

Certainly, the design aspect is a major impediment on seaplane

advancement and is linked to many other areas. In fact, as with the introduction of new
efficient commercial aircraft designs, the use of the seaplane declined, no new advanced
designs have been made, and most extant seaplanes existing these days are approaching
the end of their operating life. This situation has resulted in a scarcity of modern and
cost-efficient seaplanes. The lack of innovative designs and use of today’s technology
then force seaplanes to VFR and make them not suitable in adverse weather conditions
or rough waters. In addition, some environmental issues could, in the near future,
change what is currently a strength factor into a weakness. As stated before, vision 2020
aims to reduce polluting emissions by 50% for CO2 (Carbon dioxide) and by 80%
regarding Nox (Nitrogen oxide). Alternative fuels and new generation engines, together
with better aerodynamic performances, must be considered in order to keep these
values as low as possible and match the suggested targets by the year 2020.
The limited amount of seaplane bases and missing standard infrastructure equipment is
surely a weak point that limits the seaplane market. It means that refueling and regular
maintenance are factors which need serious consideration.
At present commercially acceptable pilots are predominantly of North American origin.
The main reason for this is that the opportunity to gain experience in seaplane
operations is available in that area. For these pilots work visas and license validations
are required; an expensive and time consuming process that would typically take up to 3
months from hiring a pilot to them being able to fly commercially. Based on the seasonal
nature of seaplane operations, this is very expensive for an operator to have pilots on
the payroll but not flying.
With seaplanes still being a ‘national issue’ they fall under the regulator of the country
and not under JAR/EASA. In the UK all commercial seaplane pilots are required to sit a
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Professional Seamanship exam that is administered in London. This exam takes place
only once a month and this creates further problems in hiring pilots, as until they pass
this exam (results can take 2 weeks to be issued), they cannot have a seaplane class
rating issued on their commercial license and therefore cannot undergo line training.
At present, the Operations Inspectorate attached to the regulatory bodies in Europe is
demanding a high level of seaplane experience. This is understandable at present, but it
is imperative that a system whereby European pilots can be trained to an acceptable
level of proficiency in seaplane operations should be put in place. The obvious is to
introduce a two crew operation, but this can also lead to financial restrictions for a
commercial operator.
Additionally there is a lack of qualified examiners for seaplanes in Europe. Even the few
examiners that are available mostly have no commercial experience of seaplane
operations. Using an examiner from another JAR/EASA state is not simple either as the
operator requires prior permission from their regulator before using an examiner from
another member country.
During the workshops, it was shown that different National Aviation Authorities have a
very different approach to the construction of landing sites. This differing approach
leads to lengthy delays in the planning and accomplishment of new route plans.
It is a requirement in Europe that all landings and takeoff strips on water or land must
be at a licensed aerodrome, or on a site approved by the authorities.
Moreover, to land in inland waters, permission from the landowner is mandatory, which
can prove to be an extremely difficult task. Although some regulations in Europe allow
landing at unlicensed water aerodromes by issuing exemptions where there is a need
(e.g. Oban bay in Scotland), many still insist on the full approval of the water aerodrome.
Among these exemptions, the one which is most likely to be relevant for seaplanes, in
the UK, is that craft weighing less than 5.7 tones do not need to use licensed aerodrome
(this would cover pretty much all the smaller tourist-type seaplanes currently in use).
However, even in circumstances where operators attempt to set-up licensed
aerodromes, there is still an issue of coherency and it is often impractical and expensive.
These permissions and private land issues defeat the whole purpose of seaplanes
flexibility. Even when operators try and comply with regulators and set up licensed
water aerodromes, often the requirements are far from practical or cost effective
because of lacking aviation experience. For instance it was reported of an insistence of
windsocks floating in the water to buoys marking landing areas which of course create
more hazards to both seaplanes and other watercraft!
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Harbour Air Malta experienced that the Civil Aviation Directorate and Maritime
Authority of Transport in Malta have gained confidence in its operations. Therefore, only
few complications have arisen when it came to the approval of a further landing site.
However, they experienced also a tendency by both authorities to stall on a decision.
This was a result of a lack of common guidelines on which to base their decisions on and
made the establishment of seaplane operation in Malta more time consuming than
necessary.
Currently, Harbour Air Malta tries to establish a new service into Sicily, Italy. They
approached regional authorities for approval of a new landing site. It became clear that
the lack of guidance material (i.e. regulations) on how the landing site is to be set up and
how it is to be managed became a showstopper for the time being. The National Aviation
Authority and needs to be satisfied as to the suitability of a landing site where aircraft
registered in their state are to land for commercial operations. This authority will in
turn be satisfied as to the landing sites suitability provided the authority in the state
where the landing site is situated is satisfied as to its levels of safety. The maritime
authority during all this, having no guide lines, becomes uncertain as to what is required
and where the final decision lies and as such become a showstopper in the process of
establishing a new landing site.
6.6 Operational Opportunities
There is huge room for improvements in seaplane operations and many opportunities
that can be exploited in such market. While demand is difficult to forecast without a
detailed market research and an overview of current trends, something that is not
available to fledgling industries, it can be presumed that demand should arise if the
industry can offer a different service from large commercial airlines, either in terms of
savings, convenience or novelty. Following is a list of the main features that may be
considered as reliable new opportunities for seaplane:
•

Easy usability among places with lots of islands and area/s with (many)
resource/s of water.

•

Faster service compared to ferries when connecting mainland-islands or islandisland (e.g. Greece, UK, Ireland, etc) and the possibility to fly directly from major
inland cities catering also specific groups of commuters in their daily journeys
[15]. For example, around 90% of the UK’s 61.8 million population lives in 66
cities. Of these, 53 have rivers or waterways [16] that are wide enough for a
seaplane to land and with at least one straight of 500m in length. Potentially this
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means that 53 of the UK’s 66 cities (80%) could entertain the concept of seaplane
operations, which in turn would open up 72% of the country’s population. In
other words, seaplane travel and seaplane ports could potentially encompass as
many people as both motorway and rail if they were opened in all major UK
cities. In addition, the department of transport suggests that people allow for
more time when travelling on motorways due to unpredictability of congestion
[17]. A problem that is only going to get worse and give credence to the need for
new and innovative form of transportation.
•

“Green” type of transport (seaplanes could be very popular because of their
ecology operation – public opinion is very focused on ecology in these days).

•

Unconventional experience from transport (especially for tourists).

•

Transport with quick dispatching.

•

To shorten travel times avoiding the use of a combination of other means of
transportation connecting places directly (e.g. Malta-south coast of Sicily) or
considerable time savings that can be made where travel by any land based
means is significantly time consuming (e.g. Scotland has got 670 major islands
and 560 large fresh water lochs with a not very well developed rail and road
network, especially north of Glasgow and highlands in general).

•

Avionics systems (lighten the burdens on the pilot, help making correct decisions
and reduce human error, night flight). In fact, seaplanes are limited to daytime
VFR. Then the way to eliminate this disadvantage is by adding advance cockpit
technology, or the used of advance gear such as GPS, radar, laser altimeters,
gyros, advance sensors, among other gear.

•

Larger seaplanes with better range, more seats and less affected by
weather/water conditions.

•

Efficient, safe, comfortable infrastructures [18] (seaports, docking facilities,
accessibility…), in order to conduct all seaport operations, such as passenger
boarding and refueling, in the safest possible manner avoiding any dangerous or
hazardous situation for the operating staff, travelers, technical structures and
environment.

•

Modifications of existing planes with innovative new design. Based on the market
research and the technological review, the creation of a new seaplane design will
53
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require time, manufacturing costs, regulation and certification, and social
acceptance. Innovative ideas to reduce drag, decrease weight, and obtain
optimized hydrodynamic performance [19] such as retractable floats, composite
materials and novel boathull shapes must be considered. A seaplane conversion
will be also cheap to repair due that it will share all the parts of its landplanes
counterparts, except for the floating devices that will be used, and the extra
maintenance that is taken into account with corrosion.
•

Investments in new technology, materials and new seaplanes/amphibians
advance design. For instance, research on hydrodynamics is essential to make
seaplanes easy to maneuver on water, operate on relative strong winds, operate
on sea docks without any trouble for docking or loading and, finally, operate on
high waves in order to make seaplanes more accessible to much more water
destinations. Innovative solutions as folding wings to increase maneuverability
and decrease the risk of impacts at busy seaports/aerodromes, and new engine
design/location, in order to keep it as far away from water spray as possible [20]
and avoid incidents during seaport operations, are just an example of possible
advance design for a long term future. When new advance design is involved, it
should be consulted with operators, due to future equipment plans, and maritime
authority regulations should be considered in advance of the design process.
However, it may be expected that new solutions that lower drag when airborne,
maintenance times and costs, and enhance competitiveness in cost/seat/miles
ratio will be always looked forward by operators.

•

Add value to the air transport market by opening up more locations to air travel
and in doing so make it more convenient, while reducing the congestion on
airfields and offering significant time savings to passengers.

There is a large market potential in rivers, canals, sea, lakes and other waterways places inaccessible for other planes. So, to find a demand should not be difficult after the
redesign of the plane’s equipment and operation.
Seaplanes can also operate in areas with minimum infrastructure, assistance and radio
facilities. Despite the higher costs when compared to the no-frill airlines, there is an
opportunity to promote the added experience and convenience that a seaplane can offer
as opposed to landplanes. Their high versatility makes them a perfect choice for holiday
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destinations, allowing passengers to get closer to nature and visit areas that would have
otherwise been inaccessible to them. For many passengers it offers a unique and
‘special’ type of journey and provides an aeronautical culture opportunity for those who
do not live close to airports. Last but by no means least, it provides a sense of freedom
for the passengers by moving outside of the artificial world of airports, controlled
airspace and aeronautical bureaucracy [21], [22].

6.7 Operational Threats
For seaplanes to really take off there are a number of barriers that must first be
overcome. This paragraph highlights the major threats that seaplane operation is
facing today and the fundamental issues that need to be addressed. Some points are
also mentioned in a recent publication by FUSTRA, written by a Flight Operations
and Ground Operations Manager at the largest European seaplane port [23].
•

Possibly difficult accessibility of airport (to replace automobile and railway
means of transport is very hard in this case because of difficult approach of
airports).

•

Public perception of light aircraft safety may impact on the acceptability of
seaplane transportation. However, it should be noted that in the UK there has not
been a single reported accident according to their air accidents investigation
branch (AAIB) [24], though this is in part due to the fact that there have been
historically very few seaplane operated in the UK. A better understanding of the
issue by the public could be achieved through two methods: by dissemination of
potentially relevant safety data (such as accident statistics) and information
amongst passengers, and to provide neutral but informative supplementary
analysis about safety issues. By presenting these information in a clear and open
way and by making passengers aware of emergency procedures associated with
seaplane aircraft while on the ground then it will go a long way to addressing
some of the public’s safety concerns [25].

•

Acceptance from population and environmental activists. It is a not-well known
means of transport and it could seem to be difficult to use.
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•

Fly time limitations. Alleviation on this regulation is needed so as to better meet
the requirements of seaplane operations thus making them more financially
sustainable without any subsequent of flight safety standards.

•

Lack of a minimum level of training and acceptability of Dock Operating Crew so
as to be multifunctional with regard to, assisting in the arrival and departure of
aircraft on pontoons or piers, passenger handling, as well as manning the
requirements of Rescue and Fire Fighting activities.

•

Certification process for new seaplanes (Modification of existing, and already
certified, planes should also be considered).

•

General regulations: government regulation and control includes both aviation
authority regulations and naval authority regulations. Nowadays there is not a
set of unified regulations throughout Europe and these can be also sometimes in
conflict. Within the same country, regulations are often too strict, out of date,
ambiguous or, on the other hand, even missing. Permission to land in inland
waters can prove to be extremely difficult and even the attempt to set up licensed
aerodromes has still issues of coherency and it is often unpractical and expensive,
defeating the purpose of the flexibility of seaplanes. Regulations affect also the
pilot licensing process, making it very complicated and difficult when compared
to land planes.

•

Air traffic is expensive in general and costs will be high especially at the
beginning.

•

Air traffic is perceived as expensive in general by people.

•

Some people are scared from flying.

•

Corrosion resistance. Use of new materials or methods to help to alleviate, delay
or fully prevent corrosion should be available in order to widen the number of
solutions that can be chosen among, based on functionality, cost and ease of
maintenance.

•

Seaplanes are still too much depended on the weather conditions.

•

There are ordinary means of transport used everywhere and people are used on
them.
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•

Prices of tickets could be too expensive for common journeys (because of
operational costs including high investment cost for aircrafts and landing sites).

•

Many problems related with getting allowance to land on lakes or other water
resources.
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7 Summary
Throughout this report, the reader has been presented with a wide variety of different
observations, facts and concepts ranging from market analysis of the existing seaplane
operation, to the possibility of establishing new seaplane operation businesses with an
eye on future operating routes and their potential cost. This was achieved through the
investigation of current regulations, novel seaplane design, strengths/weaknesses and
opportunities/threats analysis for a complete overview of all the aspects that such a
market is facing today, will have to deal with or take advantage of in the near future to
become a feasible alternative to other means of transportations. This has all been done
to highlight the viability that seaplane operations have in a continent with abundant
waterways, lakes, rivers, islands and shores. Indeed the seaplane industry in North
America has flourished over the last few decades and in many cases has leapt ahead of
regulations inadvertently restraining it. Conversely, the European market has slumped
and now faces a real challenge of overcoming to obtuse and sometimes opaque aviation
regulatory requirements that are completely insensitive to particular seaplane
operations. Certainly, this is the main challenge to be taken in account when considering
a bright future for seaplane operation in Europe. European regulation is not in its
current state universally applicable and is, therefore, a stumbling block against further
seaplane development. North America, on the other hand, has been largely bounding
ahead of aircraft regulation authorities and in doing so naturally helps forge a seaplane
path in any subsequent regulation. On the contrary, indeed due to the stagnant market
since WW2, emerging seaplane companies have to deal with obsolete, and sometimes
clashing, aircraft/operation regulatory requirements. Often, a seaplane operator will
therefore have to petition the secretary of state and other regulatory bodies to alter
legislation through the addition of by-laws in order to make seaplane operations more
realizable which can be time-intensive procedure and which are not guaranteed. Of
particular note are the regulations surrounding seaplane base/landing sites which can
vary wildly on a local, national and international level. This adds complexity to the
decision process when choosing a seaplane base and means that not all bodies of water
that appear acceptable at first glance are suitable.
A second issue that is for sure a key aspect for seaplane’s future is its acceptability.
There are currently many reasons that affect the acceptability of seaplane operations
both from a commercial standpoint but also from the stand point of general public. It
may be suggested that the two most important ones are concerns about safety and
environmental impact, intended as sustainable means of transport as whole. It is to be
expected, and taken into account, the natural opposition by environmentalists and local
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councils when opening a seaport for example. It is, however, shown in the report how
studies on sites with some kind of seaplane operations demonstrate the low or
practically nonexistent impact that they have on the environment, especially when
compared to already existing background operations. Moreover, seaplanes exhibit very
good safety records, with very few accidents in general, and particularly if compared to
landplane or other activities that may be found on water. In other words they are
already meeting some requirements/suggestions stated in the Vision 2020 for the future
of a sustainable aviation. Other main points that look to be more urgent than others in
today’s market, holding it back and slowing down any development, are the lack of
qualified pilots, as confirmed by a FUSETRA survey, investment in new technologies
such as modern avionic systems and new materials amongst the others, the need of
larger seaplanes with more seats, better range and less dependent on weather/water
conditions and the availability of safe, comfortable seaports or docking facilities.
However, seaplanes are uniquely placed as point to point connections and should
certainly be marketed as such for new routes. They are very versatile and can cover
very different type of missions that are peculiar of only this mode of transportation.
They have access to more of the planet surface than landplanes, using unprepared
landing strips, that makes them suitable for direct link between city centers (all major
cities in Europe are situated near large enough bodies of water) and sightseeing tours or
tourism towards otherwise inaccessible places unfolding a completely new list of
locations to air travel without the necessity of major ground works, safe and efficient
surveillance/monitoring of particular areas such as wildlife/national parks, ability to
conduct rescue operations over large water bodies and fast and efficient way in fire
fighting when used as water bombers. In several cases they can definitely offer a faster
service toward certain destinations in order to shorten travel times avoiding the use of a
combination of other means of transportation or may provide a considerable time
saving alternative where travel by any land based transport is considerably time
consuming. The medium and long range operation of seaplanes is commercially feasible
if the price factor between vessels, buses or train connections to the same destination is
not higher than ten. For short range operation seaplane operation is price wise not
competitive in case that there are alternative modes of transports available.
Seaplane commercial operations in parallel with marine commercial operations and
existing land based aviation operations do not intensify the disruption to the
environment as it exists today. When taken in the infrastructure context, it can be
considered as a plus to some localities. There would appear to be very little that can be
considered as a negative effect on water and air quality. Noise may be considered as a
negative in certain environments, but measures can be put in place to remove some of
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the disruption this may cause. The threat to sub aquatic life is nonexistent, and measures
to protect bird life will always be an important factor in the design and utilization of
landing sites. The expansion of seaplane operations – if properly managed- would be
advantageous to Europe in so far as the environment is concerned.
In conclusion it may be said that seaplane operations are, without doubt, a unique case
in the whole transportation system, there is big room for improvements and a lot of new
opportunities waiting to be grabbed by existing seaplane operators and new emerging
players in the industry. Only putting any fear to rest and investing in the potentiality of
this market can lead the way to a rapid and continuous expansion in the next decade. At
the same time this will also make apparent to the competent organisms the necessity of
new, common European standards, shaped on, and in line with the new market
requirements and seaplane capabilities.
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